
THE RESIDENTIAL SCHOOL SYSTEM AND THE ASSIMILATION OF

ABORIGINALS IN CANADA

Two primary objectives of the residential school system were to remove and them into Euro-Canadian and Christian
ways of living and assimilating them into .

What led to the residential schools? Killing members of the group; b. School books and textbooks were drawn
mainly from the curricula of the provincially funded public schools for non-Indigenous students, and teachers
at the residential schools were often poorly trained or prepared. Indian band which was a non-traditional form
of government created by the Indian Act. Abuse at the schools was widespread: emotional and psychological
abuse was constant, physical abuse was meted out as punishment, and sexual abuse was also common.
Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group; c. The 'civilizing mission' rested on a belief
of racial and cultural superiority. Residential schools used to force the assimilation of Indigenous children.
The introduction of the Family Allowance Act in stipulated that school-aged children had to be enrolled in
school for families to qualify for the " baby bonus ", further coercing Indigenous parents into having their
children attend residential schools. These tools included: 1. Third, the government did not develop or
implement a policy regarding teacher qualification. By there were 61 schools in operation. They were not
protected, nourished, clothed properly, safely housed and educated. Among the former students to come
forward was Phil Fontaine , then Grand Chief of the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs , who in October publicly
discussed the abuse he and others suffered while attending Fort Alexander Indian Residential School. During
the sentencing of Arthur Plint, a dorm supervisor at the Port Alberni Indian Residential School convicted of 16
counts of indecent assault, B. Canada presents Indigenous Nations with only two alternatives, assimilate or
maintain the status quo of poverty. The schools could have helped children to reduce their vulnerability to
tuberculosis by providing them with sanitary, well-ventilated living quarters, an adequate diet, warm clothing,
and sufficient rest. This act provided a mechanism to annex Indigenous lands. Meanwhile, the Royal
Commission on Aboriginal Peoples had been interviewing Indigenous people across Canada about their
experiences. Some Indigenous communities also resisted closure of the schools, arguing either that
denominational schools should remain open or that the schools should be transferred to their own control.
Early schools were notoriously insufficient, underfunded and mismanaged. Selective Funding: One perception
of the policy of forced Aboriginal assimilation was as a duty to civilize Indigenous people.


